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THE BEST VERTICAL SYSTEM PUBLISHED.
Authorized in the Province of Quebec.

Grafton's Vertical Penmanship.
Compiled by Competent Tkachers

Easy to Learn.

Graceful.
Practical.Easy to Write.

Thorougfhly Graded.

Printed and ruled in the best style on a very fine quality of paper
specially made for this series.

Dupiicite head-lines are repeated in the centre of each page, and
ruled vertical lines assist the pupil in writing perfectly upright.

Price, 8 cents each. -''^

No expense has been spared to make these books superior in every
respect.

The system is simplicity itself. The writing staff is divided into
only three spaces, and all letters, both small and capital, are brought
within these three spaces. ;fhe advantages of this itiust be apparent to
every practical teacher. It makes the system simpler and easier to
teach, It follows more closely the proportions of ordinary type, and
produces a style of penmanship having more character and dignity than
any other scale.

Every single letter form has been carefully considered, so that it

might combine in the highest degree, the qualities of grace, legibility,
and ease of execution. After much^deliberation, the proportion of 3
in width to4jn height has been adopted as the basis of the capitals knd
small letters

;
th<* capitals and loops of small letters are made just twice

the height of the small letters a, c, m, », etc. ; and the initial and
tersiimal strokes are made to extend one half-space vertically and hori-
zonfally—a unique feature, simplifying the letters considerably.

An examination of Grafton's Vertical Copy Books will convince
anyone that they are not books hastily prepared in response to a sudden
demand, but that they are the outcome of long-continued study and
thought on the part of both the authors and the publishers.

In fifteen months the edition of these Copy IJooks published in the
United States has been adopted by School Boards, over all competitors,
in cities and towns having an aggregate population of 5,000,000.

Descriptive Circular, showing specimen of writing in the different
numbers, upon application.

F. E. GRAFTON & SONS, Publishers,

MIONTRBAL.



A NBW BOOK ON A NEW PLAN,
whloh •Hould b« in .vry .ohool In th« oountry.

"IT INTERESTS PUPILS AND MAKES TftKM THINK."

Grafton's Word and Sentence Book.
ATTRAOTIVllLY AND STRONGLY BOUND.

PRIOm, aO OBNTB.
While the abilily to spell correctly is justly regarded as one ot the

most important objects of education, as it is also one of its most distin-
guishing marks, the old style of " Speller," with its lists of words in
parallel columns, classified only with reference to their length, is, and
deserves to be, in disrepute among intelligent teachers.

The Word and Sentence Book recognizes the truth of the educa-
tional maxim, " We learn by doing." While it contains an unusually
large hst of words, classified with respect to their meaning, it provides
also, in great number and variety, carefully prepared dictation exercises
requiring the pupil to write the words in different combinations. It
will be found that by the us<i of these exercises the primary object of a
spelling-book, to enable pupils to spell correctly in written composition,
can be most successfully accomplished.

In order to get the best results the pupil must be interested in the
book, and it is believed that Grafton's Word and Sentence Book,
containing, as it does, not only the best selected and best classified list of
words, but a far greater amount of useful and interesting information
than cnn be found in any other book of its kind, will insure his interest.

What they say of the New Speller

:

" It is the best."

" Is delighted with it."

" Selections for copying and memorizing are in good taste."
" Has found it perfectly satisfactory."

" I would like to put every class in school through it."
" The best he has ever seen."
" It heads the list."

"It covers the whole ground.'

" The most practical and interesting he has ever seen. He predicts
for it great success."

Authorizedfor use in (he Prmince of Quebec.

Adoptedfor use itt the Public and High Schools of Montreal.

'-^'^ St ;j^^i\j, i"uDii5ners,

MONTRECAL
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BOOK III.

TEACHERS' MANUAL
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BY
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MONTREAL

MONTREAL:
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Entere.l acconling to Act of Parlia.„e„t of Canada. i„ the yearon thousand e.ght hundred and ninety-six, by F. E. (Jhaktox & «on.sm the Oftce of the Minister of Agriculture.



1-2 TEACHKHS' MANTAL

Notes for Book III.

r>Je!T!l' ^TV^^u "\ ''•' '"P "' **^'' P^K" ^''^''^^^^^ correspondingpages in the I'up.U' Kook. Roman numerals oa a page huUcat!correspon.Ung exercises in the Pupils' Book.

Tenchers are recoinnieiuled to read the general sucges-
t.ons (which occupy pages 1-4 of the Teachers' Manual
for liook II.) on Rapid Work, Mental and Sight Work
Written Work. Analyses and Explanatory Stated
ments, Problems, Review, etc.

I. Pupils should learn to manipulate lime fvadwm
with ease and by the shortest methods. The following
exercises have that end in view. They should l)e worked
at sight unless the numbers concerned are too great.

I. A. To add 01' subtract two fractions when the
mmeratm- is 1 in each case. Add /or subtract) the
denominators for the new numerator and multiply them
for the denominator.

I. B. To find the numerator. Multiply across (i.e. the
numerator of the first by the denominator of the second
and the denominator of the first by the numerator of the
second). Adr subtract the results.

I. C. This exercise must be worked at sight in two
steps. The fractions must be added or subtracted first
and the whole numbers afterwards. The two partial
results may be recorded separately as they are found.
Pupils are recommended to take the fraction of the sub-
trahend from unity and to add the difference to the
fraction of the minuend, e.g., Gf =^ If will be worked
mentally as follows: 1 - | = j ; ^ .^ | =. w . g _ 3 = 4
Combined results, 4^f (See Manual II., p 15-)
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I. I). Multiply the munemtor or divide the denomi-
nator by the integer. Notire thut the denoniiiiiitor may be
divided by the integer or the integer by the denominator,
as is most convenient, e.g., I x 10 = .S x 2 = 6.

I. E. Divide the numerator or multiply the denomi-
nator by the integer, lleduce mixed numbers to improper
fractions.

I. F. Multiply the integer and fraction separately and
add the results,

I. G. Divide the integer and fraction separately and
add the results, e.g., 221 -r 5 = 4 with 2^ over. 2^ -f 5
= V«r ^'y Ex. E. Combined result, 4^V
II. Complex Prao^lone.—Treat the numerator as a

<lividend and the denominator as a divisor and divide one
by the other, according to the rule for division of fractions.

n

1.
1
= ^ 1 = ^X1 = J Am.

Another very simple method is to leauce to similar fractions, 4-^ Jgiving t at once, as the CD. may be disregarded. This is useful for
sight work. .

2 t+ H V X Y = "t^ X -A X 7% X V = 5 Ans.

Note l.-Fractions forming part of the denominator must be
inverted.

ni>'st be
NoTK 2.—Fractions in the denominator preceded by

inverted twice, and therefore remain unchanged.

Note 3.-Complex fractions when reduced to simple fractions are
added, subtracted, multiplied and divided like other fractions.

III. A. (a) What part of 12 is 4 ? A,is. T-r or
It(h) What part of | is ^ ? Am.

Note l.-Reduce to similar fractious, when the denominators may
be disregarded. - * = A ; f = A-

Note 2.-The number which follows «'o/" is always the denomi-
nator, and the other number the numerator of the required fraction.
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(c) Express 3 pints as llie fnictioti of 12 yalloii.s.

Am. ^V = aV- (12 gal. = 96 pints.)

N(»TB. -Reduce ouriiponnd qtmntitiei to tlie aanie deiioiniiiAtioii.

{(f) Express ^ acre us the frnctioii of ii sq. roil.

i ncre ^ j^ x ICO _ 400
1 s(i. rod 1

" 3
*

III. C. First find the answer as a common fraction and
reduce tiiis common fraction to a tlecimal.

NoTK.—When the decimal quctJent does not terminate, it will Iw
uHiciently accurate for all practical purposes to find the answer to .Ace
decimal places.

IV. See Teachers' Manual, liook II., p. 29.

The following case is new :

—

31 25 of 10 yds. 2 ft. = 8-125 of M2 ft. = 100 feet.

4-045 of 1 cwt. 82 lbs. = 4045 of 1-82 cwt. = 7 cwt.

3610 lbs.

Note.—In compound quantities the lower denominations should he
reduced to a decimal of the high. U ; or the whole quantity to tlie

lowest denomination mentioned. Then apply the rule.

V. Praotioe is a convenient method of solving certain

examples in multiplication of Compound C^>uantities by
means of aliquot parts.

An aiiqmt part of a quantity is a part expressed by a
fraction whose numerator is 1.

33,^ cents (which is J of $1) is an aliquot part of $1.

The method of practice is as follows :

—

Find the cost of 1233 articles at 33J cents each.

We notice that 33i cents is J^ of $1 . Therefore the value of a
number of aiticiea at 33^ cents each is i of their value at »1 each.
Hence tiie cost of 1233 articles at 33J cents each is ^ of 1811233 (the cost
at$l each) or $111.



GRADED ARITHMETIC. 8-9^

(a) Value of 127 articles at $1.87^ each ?

$127.00 = cost at $1.00 each.

68.50 = cost at .50 each.

31.75 = cost at .25 each.

15.87Hcostat .12|^aclh

$238.121 = cost at $1.87^^ each.

(b) Cost of 21 cu. feet of maliogany at $90 a cu. yard ?

$90.00 = cost of 1 cu. j'ard.

30.00 = cost of 97u~ feet.

30.00 = costof 9cu. feet.

10.00 = costof 3cu. feet.

9 cu. ft. = J yard

9 cu. ft. = J yard

3 cu. ft. = J of 9 cu. ft

$70.00 = cost of 21 cu. ft.

(c) Cost of 26 sacks wool, each 560 lbs., at $26.50 ton.

560 lbs. X 26 = 14,560 lbs. = 7 tons 560 lbs.

$26.50 = cost of 1 ton.

7

500 lbs. = I ton

50 1bs. = TVof 500 1b8.

10 1bs. = -lof 50 1bs.

185.50 = cost of 7 tons.

6-625 =costof 500 1bs.

•6625 = co8t of 50 1bs.

•1325 = costof lOlbs.

$192.92 = cost of 7 tons 560 lbs.

VI. Oanoellation.—In examples 13, 14, 15 where
decimals occur, adopt the following plan :-Count the
total number of decimal places in the numerator and in
the denominator. If the number of decimal places is the
same in both, the decimal points may be erased and the
numbers cancelled like integers. (Whv ?) If f.hpy are
not the same, lind their difference; and in erasing the
decimal points multiply that term of the fraction which
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has fewest by 10 for each decimal place it is short, eg in
ex. 15 the numerator has four and the denominator six
decimal places. Therefore, in erasing the decimals, the
numerator must be multiplied by 100.

jx8-lx77 ^ 5x81x77x10 _ 90
•11 X 5-5 X 6-3 Ilx55"3r63 iT

VII. Proportion.—Kead and review the work in
Manual, Book II., p. 7, XIV.. XV.
The problems in this exercise are to be solved both by

analysis and by pr-^-.ortion. As soon as pupils can solve
examples readily o, analysis or method of unity show
how the intermediate step can be dropped by estabiishin<r
at once a proportion. Begin with simple mental examples'
e.g.. if 4 oranges cost 12 cents, what will 1 orange cost?
3 oranges? 5 oranges? 7 oranges ? Pupils must answer
giving a proportion only, as \ of 12 cents, f of 12 cents '•

of 12 cents, \ of 12 cents. From simple examples of this
kind derive the following principles :—

(6) That we first select that quantity which is of the same kind asthe answer required.

(c) That we arrange the two other numbers as a fraction.
(d) That if from the nature of the question, the answer will be

greater than the hke quantity given, the fraction will be improper : if
less, the fraction will be proper.

i^r
,

"

1. If 1-1 bushels of potatoes last a family 2 weeks, how
long will 5^ bushels last ?

By Atwlyaw.'

If bushels last 2 weeks.

1 bushel lasts ~ weeks.
If

5i bushels last ?^^ weeks.
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By Proportion.

1| bushels last 2 weeks.

54 bushels last ?| of 2 weeks.
IS

Mental Operation.

(1) The answer is to be weeks.

(2) The au3wer will be nore

than 2 weeks ; therefore, the
fraction representing the propor-

tion will be improper.

2. If a field of 16 acres produces 440 bushels of wheat,
how much will be grown on 22 sq. yds. ?

By Analysis.

16 acres = (16 x 4840) sq. yds.

(16 X 4840) sq. yds. produce 440 bushels.

1 sq. yd. produces ,«^^vf, bushels.
16 X 4840

22 sq. yds. produce ^^ ^J^ busliels.

By Proportion.

16 acres produce 440 bushels.

22 sq. yards produce -r^-^-^"'^ •' ^ 16 acres
of 440 bushels.

16x4840

Mental Operation.

( 1

)

The answer is to be bushels.

(2) The answer will be less

than 440 bushels ; therefore, the

fraction will be proper.

Note 1.—Before comparing 22 sq. yds. and 16 acres we must reduce
them to the same denomination.

Note 2.—We do not multiply 440 bushels by 22 sq. yds. and divide
by 16 acres. This has no meaning. We find the proportion which
these two quantities bear to one another, and multiply 440 bushels by
the fraction which represents that proportion.

VIII. Metric System.—This system was introduced
in France about a century ago. The fundamental unit,

the metre, is supposed to measure exactly the ten-
millionth part of the distance between the Equator and
the North Pole. Standard metres have been made with
the utmost precision and are deposited in nearly all the
civilised countries of the world. They are made of
platinum, which is a very durable metal, not easily
affected by exposure to tlie air, and are carefully pre-
served. From the standard metre all other weights and
measures are derived.
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The metric system, from its great simplicity, has been
adopted in most civilised countries. Great Britain and
her colonies, the United States and Russia are the only
countries of importance in which this system has not
been adopted.

Teachers should be supplied with a metre stick, a litre

and a cubic centimetre.

1. When quantities are expressed in the metric system
they are added, subtracted, multiplied and divided as
integers and decimal fractions. This section will there-
fore give an excellent review of decimals. All quantities
must of course be expressed in the same denominations.

2. The Greek and Roman prefixes are the key to the
whole system. They should be thoroughly committed to
memory, after which pupils may be asked to make the
tables for themselves, the principal unit being given.

3. Writinfif.—Metric numbers are almost invariably
written in one denomination, denominations lower than
the one employed being written as a decimal fraction;
thus, 5 m. 6 dm. is written 5-6 m. ; 7 m. 6 cm. is written
7-05 ra. ; 6 m. 5 dm. 8 cm. 9 mm. is written 6-589 m.
4 Reading.—Metric numbers are generally read in

one denomination only ; thus, 21-45 metres is read 21 and
45 hundredths metres. If more than one denomination
is required, it will be sufficient to use two, reading the
integer in terms of the denomination given and the
fraction in terms of one other denomination ; thus, 21-45 m.
may be read 21 m. 45 cm. It would be unusual to read it

21 m. 4 dm. 5 cm.; and still more unusual to read it

2 Dm. 1 m. 4 dm. 5 cm.

5. Quantities are changed from one denomination to
another by simply moving the decimal point. This should
be done by a mental calculation in two steps :
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(A) First change the point so as to convert the given
quantity into terms of the principal unit.

(B) Then change the point so as to cmvert the principal
unit into tJce required unit, e.g.,

1. Change 8o-76 Km. lo metres. Observing that 1000
m. = 1 Km., we move the decimal point three places to
the right. Ans. 85760 m.

2. Change 8432165 cm. to Km. (100 cm. = 1 m. and
1000 m. = 1 Km.) Centimetres are changed to metres
by moving the point two places to the left, and metres to
kilometres by moving the point three places further to
the left, making five places in all. Ans. 84-32165 Km.
VIIL F. To change from the English to the Metric

- System and vice versa. '

1. Change 375 metres to yards, feet, inches.

1 metre = 39-37 inches.

3-75 metres = (375 x 39-37) inches = 147-6375
mches = 4 yds. ft. 363 in.

ThU rmdt is approximate o,Uy. Two places of decimals will
generally give an answer sufficiently accurate.

2. Change 2 ac. 140 sq. rods to Ha.

1 Ha. = 2-471 ac. 2 ac. 140 sq. rods = 2|i§ ac =
2-875 ac. 2875 ac. ^ 2-471 = 11635 Ha. (nearly).

IX. Mensuration.—In reviewing the mensuration of
rectangular surfaces, keep clearly before the pupils' mind
the fact that 9 square feet are not 3 linear feet x 3 linear
feet, but 3 times 3 square feet : 3 rows with 3 square feetm each row. The multiplier is an abstract number. (See
Book II., p. 79, and Manual II., p. 31.)

In teaching solidity (length x breadth x thickness) the
same method must bt- 'oUowed. If 27 inch cubes are
built together in one block, the principle may be illus-
trated objectively. The rows, layers and number of
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layers should be observed by the pupils. The r iber of
cubic inches (27) in the block is then found by multiply-
ing the number of cubic inches in u row (3 cu. inches) by
the number of rows (3), and this product by the number
o: layers (3).

X. Mensuration.—Before proceeding to these exercises
teach angles. The teacher places on the blackboard pairs
of lines extending from the same point in different
directions, and shows that the angles are of different sizes
and that the size of an angle depends upon the extent of
opening and not upon the length of the lines. Pupils are
thus led to describe an angle as the opening hehveen two
straight lines meeting at the same point Proceeding the
teacher draws two lines crossing each other thus +"and
says that when two lines cross each other so as to make
four equal square openings, the angles are called right
angles. Pupils are led by questioning to say that an
obtuse angle (blunt corner) is an angle greater than a
right angle, and an acute angle (sharp corner) is an anuria
less than a right angle.

°

The terms hm^izontal and vertical as applied to lines
should be explained. Comparison with the surface of
still water and with a plumb line will lead to a good
description of horizontal and vertical lines.

X. A. Paralleloarraais.—Before parallelogram is taught
parallel lines are drawn and described as lines which are
as far apart in one place as in another, m^ equally distant
from each otUr at every point. Then a figure is drawn
whose opposite sides are parallel, and the figure, as it is
drawn, is described as a parallelogram.
The altitude ov perpendinMlar height is taught and pupils

are led to draw and point out the perpendicular height of
several parallelograms. Parallelograms with right angles
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ISli!

and those that are not so formed should be drawn, nu.l
pupils must observe that parallelograms with right angles
or square corners are rectangles. They should be led" to
see that all figures whr^o square or cubic contents thev
have thus far found are cangleo. They are now ready
for the work designated on p. 27, by means of which they
should discover for themselves that the area of any
parallelogram can be found by imiltiplying tlie length hy
the perpendicular lieight.

Definitions.—In teaching a definition the object to be
defined should be presented to the class, and by questions
pupils should be led to observe those features of the
object which must be named in the definition. For
example, in teaching tlie' definition of a square, a square
surface (preferably of a cube) is presented. The pupils
are led to see that (1) it has four sides, (2) t/mt the sides
are equal, (3) that its angles are right angles. From these
facts the following statement may be drawn from pupils :

"A square is a four-sided figure, having all its sides equal
and its angles right angles." Whenever the language of u
pupil's definition is faulty, lead him to see the fault by
questioning or by comparison with a correct form. Defi-
nitions of rectangle, rhombus and rliomboid, p. 27, and all
definitions that follow, must be developed in this way.
X. B. Trlanarles.—(1) Develop clear ideas and defini-

tions of triangles. (2) As pupils proceed to find the
relative size of a parallelogram and triangle of the same
base and height, give as little assistance as possible. Ask
the necessary questions, giving only such directions for
finding the answers as are found to be indispensable.
X. C. OiroIoB.—(1) Develop clear ideas and definitions

of circle, circumference, diameter, radius. (2) Establish the
following formulae :

—
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Circumference = diameter x 31416.
Diameter = circumference -r 31410.
Area = circumference x J radiits.

Radius = ^ diameter.

'S(yt%.—To find the area multiply the circumference by the diametfr
and dxvide by 4 will often be found a convenient working formula andmay easily be derived from the above.

X. D. Solids.—A teaching lesson from the cube should
precede this exercise. The following facts should be
observed and stated by the pupils:—(1) The cube is a
solid, ie., it has length, breadth and thickness. (2) It is
bounded hy six faces. (3) T/ie faces are equal to each other.

(4) Ea^hfoA^e is in the form of a square. These facts are
then gathered into one statement forming the definition
p. 31.

•

Kifirht Prisms only are dealt with in this book. The
points of resemblance in all prisms are :—(1) The ends or
bases are parallel. (2) The upright sides are parallelograms.
Square and triangular prisms must be presented to the
class.

A Cylinder is a round solid having circular ends or
bases. The curved surface that bounds it is called the
convex surface, and the round ends are called the bases.

XI. Circular Measure is used in meamring angles,
latititde and longitude. In teaching circular measure use
the globe.

A degree is equal to 69^ miles nearly.

^
XI. A. Latitude is distance north or south of the

Equator.

When two places are on opposite sides of the Equator, their differ-
ence of ktitude is found by adding their latitudes.

XI. B. Longitude is distance, reckoned on the Equator,
east or west of a standard meridian.
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The Standard meridian divides the earth into Eastern

ajid Western Hemispheres. Places on the Eastern
Hemisphere are in East Longitude; on the Western
Hemisphere, in West Longitude.
The English standard meridian is Greenwich. The

longitude of Greenwich is 0°.

Whentwo places are on opposite sides of the standard meridian the<hference of longitude is found by addinrj ti.eir longitudes

ence of o60
) once m 24 hours. Hence, longitude can be

expressed in time.

24 hours = 360^ 1 hour = ^\ of .360° = 15°.
Fro.n this derive the rules given on p. 35.
Since the sun appears, to move from east to west, sun-

rise will occur earjier at all points east and later at all
points west of a given place. Hence, clock-time will be
later m all places east and earlier in all places west of the
standard meridian.

Note.-For the sake of convenience, railroads and large cities haveagreed to adopt starutarU time. StanUara time is the cLttle Isome „,end.an agreed upon for the purpose. Eastern standard Tmewhich we use is the clock-time of the meridian W west of GreenS'
••«., It IS exactly 6 hours slow of Greenwich time.

eenwich,

Xn.Peroentafife.—Teachers should bear in mind thatm teaching business arithmetic it is especially important
to combine neatness and clearness with reasonable
rapidity. The shortest methods comistent with elearness
are to he preferred. Mental exercises corresponding to the
written should form a part of all work.

In teaching percentage and its applications many skilful
teachers like to use formulas. To this course there is no
objection, provided that the usual analysis is not neglectedA thorough analysis, mental and written, must precede
and introduce all formulas.
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XII. A. These preliminary exercises are of great
importance. Pay special attention to the following :—

1. The reading of decimal fractions as rates per cent.

Since hundredths occupy two decimal places, the first two
decimal figures are read as per cent., the others as a
fraction of one per cent., e.g., -605 is rea(i ^^% ; '002 is

read \ of one per cent.

2. The changing of common fractions and decimals to
rates per cent, and vice versa. The common business
fractions (halves, thirds, etc.) should be reduced to per
cent., and pupils should be made thoroughly familiar with
them. In working examples in percentage they should
be able to use common fractions or decimals with equal
facility.

In deciding whether to use common fractions or deci-
mals in working examples in percentage, a knowledge of
the table on p. 36 is necessary. This table gives the rates
per cent, that can be expressed in little fractions. Tliey
are the rates which most frequently occur in business
transactions.

3. Exercises should be given in pointing out the hose,

the percentcu/e and the rate until these factors are readily
recognised. Preliminary work of this kind will pay by
saving time later on.

XII. B. Fundamental Case.—To find the percentage
when the base and rate are given. This problem is an old
friend in a new dress. It is to take a fractional part of a
given mtmber. Direct attention to the following :—

I of 20 = 15. 75 of 20 = 15. 75% of 20 = 15.

Sight examples will generally be worked best by
changing the rate per cent, to a common fraction, eg
12^% of 64 = i of 64 = 8.

•3
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XII, C. Written examples will 865 Base
generally be worked best by -225 Kate

t'f f
t'^" ^^-/^ "^ ^^^ ''''' = 1^4'<^-'5 Percentage.

•225 of 86o acres = 194625 acres.

The rule Percentaijie= Base x Hate is thus easily derived.

.
^^}\^' ?^^ *"°''''^ '' ^°""^ ^y ^'^ding the percen-

tage to the base. (See examples 8, 16, etc.)

The difference is found by subtracting the percentage
from the base. (See examples 6, 7, 15, etc.)

XIII. A and B. Derived Oase.-To find the ratewhen the percentage and base are given. This case is the

qZ TrV"
'^'''^ "^^"^^ ^'''^^''^ '''' "''"'*''' '' '^ ''"'^^''''

6 is what fraction of 9 ? 6 is what decimal of 9 ? 6 iswhat per cent, of 9 ?

"is

Pupils must first find the common fractional part and

hundredths or per cent. Care must be taken to ^d
pupils to recognise the base, or the number of which

beS'^r "'' ""^'^ = "^^"^^^^'^ ^ ^"^ "^^^ °^-

If the rent of a house is reduced from S.iT'i fo «Q«i u , .

reduction per cent. ?
•^' ^""^ ""^^^ " ^^e

Thered«ctionis$25on|375,or^,
Base = $375.^ = A = -068 = 6f7,. Percentaget $25.

XIV. Derived Gase.-To find the base when the per-e^age and .^te ar. given. This case is the same as toJindthe number of whi^h another number is a given fraction
0. ,^v.n a pa.c, to jind the whole. (See Manual. Book II.,

I

r
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6 is

II

f

(

12 is i^of what number ? 12 is -375 of what number ?

12 is 37^% of what number ?

These examples are generally best analysed by com'.uon
fractions under the unitary method; but pupils should
exercise their judgment as to the methods they employ.
Compare the following :—
Find the number of which

59 is 66§%

f = 59

h = »

•i « 11 X 3
TT — —2^—

34 is 17%
17% = 34

1% = 2

100% = 200

59 is 8%
T^TT = 59

T*Tr = -V'

XV. Derived Case.—To find the base when the amount
(or the difference) and rate are given.

Amount = Base + Percentage.

Difference = Base - Percentage.

The base is represented by 1, or by 100%, or by \%%.
The analysis here demands an additional °step, i.e., to find

the rate per cent. re2wescnted by the given number. If there
has been an increase or gain this will be found by adding
the per cent, of increase to 100%. If there has been \
decrease or loss, this will be found by subtracting the per
cent, of decrease from 100%.
When the rate per cent, representing the amount or

difiference has been found, solve the problem as in XIV.
1. 36 is 12^% more than what number ?

Base =1
Increase = J 36 is | of what number ?

Amount = 1|- = »-

2. My flock of sheep increased 8%. I then had 324.
How many had I at first ?

Amount = 100% + 8% = 108%. 324 sheep is m of
what number ?
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> T lost 8% of my sheep and had 27G reinuiniiiff. How

many had I at tirst ?

Difference = 100% - 8% = 92%. 276 sheep is .-b^ of
what number? f iffir

XVI. Profit and Loas.—Tlie cod is the Jo^^r; the mr
cmt. of gain or loss, the rate; \^^e gaui or /a.s. the ^..vr.vi-
tiW: the selling price, the rtw,y/iH^ or difference.

The analyses and for.nuhe previously given hold good.
Note the following modification :—
If I lose 8% by selling a machine for $23, at what must

1 sell It so as to gain 15% ?

(«) M, of cost price is $23. Cost price = $25
(h) 15// of $25 = -15 of $25 = $3.75.

Selling price to gain 15% = $25 + $3.75 = $28.75.
Reason through the base or cost price.

Examples like the above may be neatly solved by

'

proportion as follows :— ''J
If by selling 8% below cost I receive $23 for a machine,

what shall I receive by selling 15% above cost ?

8% below cost is 927 . 92°/ -«IR9q
lo /„ above cost IS 115%. 17^ = $|3

1157"= $^ix^i<L = $28.75.
XVIL Interest.—Explain interest, A auflicient know-

ledge of the businoss transactions inv i

'

and o Me
terms employed in the application, of percentage should
always be imparted to pupils before they are required to
solve problems. Failure arises more frequently from awant of this knowledge than from a deficiency in arith-
: '.etinnl attainment.

aterest differs from the preceding applications of per-
^eitage m t,:,at it depends upon the time for which a sum
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46.40.

ng. How

is VW of

; thejo<;r

le perccn-

Iiat must

J2o.

= S28.75.

Ived by

riachine,
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m.75.

t know-

0. tae

should

ired to

from a

1 arith-

of per-

a sum

of money is leut. as well as on the rate jm-v cent chait»d.
Time fs a mm ditmiit.

The jmncipal is the Ihw ; the pn' eo,t. per annum is the
ratr ; the intennt is the pircentage.

XVII. Fundamental Oaae. A {Sight).—\l lOO be
the principal, the rate will represent the Mn-est f^ me
year; the product of the rate by the numl>er of years
will give the whole interest.

Interest on $4r)0 for 2 years at ar/ ?

Int. on 8100 = ($.S^ X 2) = $7.

"

Int. on 4^ times 100 = $7 X 4^ = S;31.50.

XVII. B. As soon as the formula is derive., examples
will best be worked by expressing the rate as a decimal
and the time in years.

1. Interest on .<^144 at 1|% for Ig years.

li%=012. S144
If years =1-375 years. -012

1'728 interest for one ear.

Oi'O

$2-.376000 interest for U ears.

2. Interest of $670 at 5% for 146 days.

5% = -05.
iJg^Q

146 days = l^% yr. = | yr. = -4 yr. -02
•^•^^•4=02- $mO Am.

Note. -The only factors of 365 are 5 x 73,

J.
Interest of $4380 at 3^% from December 3. 1885 to

March 21, 1887.
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3i7. = 035.

Time = 1 year 108 days.

December, 28 days.

January, 31 "

February, 28 "

March, 21 "

108

GKADED ARITHMETIC.

$43.80

•035

I53.301nt, fori year.

108

365 ) 16556 40

$45.36 Int. for 108 days.

61-64

$153.30

45.36

$198 66 Ana.

NOTK. -Interest found to the nearest cent is sufficiently accurate.

In teaching the derived cases of simple interest begin
with an easy example in the fundamental case. From
that derive the others, being particularly careful to teach
that, being derived, they all require divmon, as in the
following :

—

XVII. C. To find tJie rate the given interest must he
divided hy the interest cut V/^.

Find the rate when the interest on $375 for 4 years
is $56.25.

^

Int. on $375 for 4 yrs. at 1% = $15.
$56.25 ^ $15 = 3f. S^°/^Ans.

XVII. D. To find the time the given interest must be
divided hy the interest for one year.

In how many years will the interest on $840 at 2^7
be $161.70?

^ "^t/o

Int. on $840 at 2f% for 1 year = $23.10.
$161.70 ^ $23.10 = 7. 7 years Am.
XVII. £. To find the principal.

{a) The given interest must he divided hy tJie interest on m.
Find the principal that will produce $70.31^ in 3 years

at 6 per cent.

Int. on $1 for 3 yrs. at 6% = $0.18.

$70.31i -f $0.18 = 390.621= $390.62^ Ans.
(h) TJie given amount must he divided hy the amount of $1.
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$153.30

45.36

$198 66 Ans.
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y accurate.

irest begin

Lse. From
il to teaeh

as in the

it must he

>r 4 years

t mttst be

at 2f%

est on $1.

ti 3 years

'nt of $1.

What principal will amount to $364.68f in 5 years »
months at 3f% ?

Int. on $1 for of yrs. at ^'|^ = $1 x 5.75 x 0375 =
SO-215625.

Amount of $1 for 5f yrs. at 3f% = $1-215625.

$364-6875 -f $1215625 = 300. $300 Ans.

XVIII. A. Bank Discount.—A little familiar talk
about banks and banking should precede these exercises.
Banks are institutions organized under Government for
the purpose of furnishing a safe place of deposit for
money, exchanging money, borrowing and lending money
issumg bills for circulation, etc. The method of borrow-
ing money at a bank should be shown by a familiar and
practical example. John Martin (see p. 56) buys goods
on credit from Gault Bros, amounting to $900, and gives
them a note promising to pay the money in forty days.
Gault Bros, keep the note from the time they receive it

(25 Jan.) till Feb. 4, when they take it to the bank to
borrow money upon it. ^hey first endorse the note, that
IS, write their name on the back of it. By this endorse-
ment they guarantee the payment of the note. The bank
calculates the interest on the amount, $900, from 4 Feb.
to the day when the note will mature, and adds 3 days^
called days of grace. This interest the bank deducts from'
the face of the note ($900) and gives Gault Bros, the
amount less the discount. Within 3 days after the note
matures John Martin must pay $900 to the bank. If he
does not do this, a notice called a protest is sent to him
by the bank; and if he does not then pay, Gault Bros.,
who endorsed the note ligr^oi^'* roor»"n"'M<i «- '^i - '

i

for its payment, but they can hold John Martin respon-
sible for repayment to them afterwards.
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I

Definitions of proceeds of a note, face, maturity, hank
discount, maker, payee, endorser and days ofgrace may now
be evolved.

XVIII. B. Trade Discount is a deduction from the

face of a bill, orfrom the list-price ofgoods.

Merchants, when they sell goods on credit, must charge
more than when they sell for cash. They will take off°a
discount from the marked price if a customer will pay cash.

Price lists are issued by manufacturers and dealers
specifying the articles manufactured with their prices.

These prices are subject to many and various discounts.
The manufacturer of a piano, for example, will allow a
much larger discount to the trade than to an individual

;

or to his own agent 'than to one not acting as his agent.
The net price of goods is the sum received for them, after
all discounts have been taken off.

XIX. When a debt which becomes due after a certain
time is paid before it is due, and discount is allowed for
such payment, then if the discount is calculated so that a
given rate of interest is allowed on the money paid, the
discount is called true discount. The money paid is

called the present worth. The present worth and the
interest on the present ivorth make up amount of the debt.
The operation of finding the present worth of a sum of

money at a given rate of interest is the same as the
operation of finding the principal when the amount, time
find rate per cent, are given. (See Manual, XVII. E. p. 18.)

{a) Find the present worth of $420 due 3 years hence
at 4 per cent.

{h) What principal will amount to $420 in 3 years at
4 per cent. ?

Int. on $1 for 3 yrs. at 4% = (3 x 4) cts. = 12 cts.
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Amount of $1 for 3 yrs. at 4°/^ = $1.12.

Present worth is $420 -r $1.12 = $375.
True discount is $420 - $375 = $45.

XX. Compound Interest.—When money is lent for
a number of years the interest is usually paid by the
borrower at regular intervals, yearly, or half-yearly or
quarterly, as the case may be. Suppose, however, that it
is agreed between the lender and the borrower that,
instead of the interest being actually paid as it falls due!
the interest due is lent in addition to the principal. ,In
such a case the principal would be increased at the end
of each year by that year's interest. Hence, cmtipound
interest is (he interest of tJie principal and of tJie unpaid
interest after it becomes due.

In questions of compound interest, the interest is

understood to become due annually, unless otherwise
stated.

Find the compound interest of $800 for 2 yrs. at 7%.
$800

•07

$ 56 Interest for 1st year.

800

856 Second Principal or Amount for 1 year.
•07

59
. 92 Second Interest.

856.00

915.92 Amount for 2 years.

800.00

$115.92 Compound Interest for 2 years.

XXI. Rapid Arithmetic.—An exercise in rapid arith-

metic should be given once a week.
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XXI. A. 68 + 27 = 75 + 20 = 95.

Add first the units of the second number, then the tens.

74 - 38
: 38 requires 6 to make 44, and 30 more to

make 74. Ans. 36.

$73.80 + $19.57 = $92.80 + $0.57 = $93.37.
Add to the first the dollars, then the cents, of the second.
$75.57 - $19.80 : $19.80 requires 20;^ to make $20, and

$55.57 more to make $75.57. Am. $55.77.

XXI. B. 86 X 9 = 720 + 54 = 774
Multiply first the tens, then the units. Add the two.
86 articles at ^j^ = $86 -h 12 = $7^ = $7.16§.
58 X 25 a 58 hundred -h 4 = 14^ hundred = 1450.
XXI. C. See suggestions given in this manual under

percentage, interest, setc.

1- 38/5.

e. 74^.
11. 13J.

16. n^,
21. 2J.

26. 4f.

1. 26i.

6. 22.

11. 91.

16. 52.

21. 252^.

26. 971f.

a. 53^.

7. 70irV

12. 34^.

17. 308.

22. f.

27. 4H.

2. 70i.

7. 78.

12. 10.

17. 31 J.

22. 1216§.

27. 373i

ANSWERS.
I. C. Page 2.

3. 74/j. 4. 83^.
8. 56

13. 9/r.

18. 55ifV.

23. 5H.
28. l{\.

I. F. Page 3.

3. 53i.

8. 52.

13. 16.

18. \^.
23. 1062f.
28. 675.

0. 423.

14. 35^^.

10. 30^.
24. 3^
20. m-

4. 66^.

O. 33.

14. 15i.

10. 21i.

24. 403^.

20. 568^

1. 6i. a. 4^
O. 3Vt. 7. Iff.

11. 157§. 12. 7U.
16. 40i. 17. ll^V 18.

6. 101^.

10. 37/^.

16. IH.
20. 13J.

25. I.

30. If?.

5. 40^.

10. 22.

15. 44^.

20. 36.

25. 3056^.

30. 304.

I. G. Page 3.

3. 2/r. 4. 2M.
8. 4,V 9. Hj.

13. 107i. 14. 124,1^.

30ff. IQ.iQi^. 20. 102J.

6. 3,V.

10. 2SS.

16. 38A.

21.42J^.
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len the tens.

30 more to

17.

' the second.

ke $20, and

the two.

7.16§.

[ = 1450.

nual under

n. Pages 3-4.

5. lOl^j.

10. 37i^.

15. IH.
20. 13J.
25. I
30. If?.

5. 40^.

10. 22.

15. 44^.

20. 36.

25. 3056^.

30. 304.

6. 3A.
10. 235.

15. 38A.

21.42H.

1. i.

7. A.
13. ^5.
19. 8i

4.41.

10. M-

2. |. 3. 8.

14. 7H- 15. 3rV 16. 16.

„ 20. 12f?. 21. ,Pj. 22. 8f.
26. IM. 26. :iV. 27. 15.

31. If. 32. 8|. 33. m
37. tIt. 38. l|f 39. 5.

5. A.
11. 1^.
17. 2.

23. U.
28. lOiV 29. IH.
34. 3i.

40. 6,

III. B. Page 5.

1. A. 2. I'.V

8. IJ.

13. ^9.. 14 jyi

•7. t'iV

19. il

3. ^J^.

15. 44^4.

20. *«. 21. |.

4. 5.

10. ih
16. V.
22. ^^

35. 2.

5. 5"r.

11. I.

17. »V-4.

6. 3|.

12. 14.

18. 313^.

24. H-
30. 2.

36. 1.

6. ^U

18. i.

14. 025. 15. 1375.

19. -665625. 20. 63.

III. C. Page 6.

16. -265625. 17. -417. 18. -00826+
21. -10795+ 22. -03409+ 23. 3541 +

IV. Page 7.

1.5^ in. 2. 7iin. 3. 144 sq. rods. 4. 5 dys. 7 hra. 54 ni. 6 sec

.

5. £4. lis. 8d. 6. 9 cu. ft. .360 cii. in. 7. 4 wks. 2 dys. 13 hrs.
34 mm. 19 2 sec. 8. 12 ao. 67 sq. rds. 22 sq. yds. 8 ft. 131 04 in

9. 590 pks. 2 qts. 1 -712 pts. 1 0. 2 mi. 1276 yds. 1 3 . S^d
1 2. .39 gal. 24 qt. 1 3. 15 sq. rds. 1 4. 3 hrs. 18 miu. 21 6 sec*
15.2 yds. 1 ft. 2i in. 1 6. 7 cwt. ,3619 lbs. 1 7. 33 yds. 1 ft
18. 1 mi. 533 yds. 1 ft. 6 in. 19. £1. 33. lid. 20. 17503 lbs.
2 1

.
1 gal. 22.5 dys. 1 1 hrs. 18 niin. 51f sec. 23. 2 mi. 3163 rda!

V. Page 8.

1. $2.54.

5. $825.

9. §467 50.

13. $238. 12i.

17. $14.16^.

21. $361. 62i.
25. $8500.

29. $23.2,5.

33. $1.85.

37. $9.04J.

2. $76.25.

6. $729.

10. $1201.75.

14. $2100.45.

18. $98.50.

22. $23.20i.
26. $61.68.

30. $3875.

34. $26.95.

38. $.326. 19f.

3. $768

7. $443.10.

11. $1,533.75.

15. $3.34. 33J.

19. $210.

23. $192.92.

27. $28.65.

81. $66.66§.

35. $11.

39. $18437.50.

4. $2252.80.

8. $25.

12. $1390.40

16. $842. 66§.

20. $440. 12i.

24. $49.65.

28. $68.28.

32. $21.

36. $48.75.
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V. Page 8 [cmdmntd).
*

40. £400. 78. 6id.

43. £2596. 78. 9<L

46. 112. 36i.

40. $3671. 87^.

41. £397. lOs. lOd. 42.
44. £692. 68. 6d. 46.
47. $17.10i. 48.
60. $421.30}.

VI. Page 9.

£159. 10s. 8|d.

£10034. 16s. 4d.

$165,063.

s

1. A. 2.

6. §. 7.

11. A. 12. 1.

8. 1. 4. g.

8. 14. 0. 3.

13. i 14. /,.

5. tJt.

10. a|tt.

16. 600.

VII. Pages 10-12.

1. $10. 2. $360. 3. $63. 4. 110 yds. 6. 156 men. 6. 171 men.
7. Odys. 8. 7wk, 0. $24.58J. 10. 3 men. 1 1. $15|.

12. 17imi. 13. 6^wk8. 14. Sbrls. 16. 700 yds.

16. 3000 inhabitants. 17. SJhrs. 18. 4hrs. 1 9. 215 dinnars.

20. Sdys. 21. 190 men. 22. 37}Hent8. 23. $2iV.
24. llicwt. 26. 3-527 cwt. (nearly). 26. $25. 27. 12 miles.

28. 19320 miles. 29. 48 days. 30. $25.52iV. 31. 4 qts.

32. 182 ft. 33. 307A hrs. 34. 27 ft. 35. $50.25. 36. $2.45.

37. 64 yds. 38. 14 feet. 39. $36.26+ 40. $93 22.

41. Ihr. 6min. 11^ sec. 42. 45 miles. 43. 84 cents.

44. 36 hrs. 45. 7 lbs. 13 oz. 46. $732.

4. 53 m. 17-24 m.

6. 6-7473 Km.
94-71263 Km.

6. 83-49 m.

VIII. A. Page 15.

24 049 m. 54380 m.

5850 cm.

4873-5 m.

7. 9-25 m. 8.

2309 m. 27056 m.
53350 mm.
37275-75 cm.

174-52592 Km.
O. 240-50 francs. 10. 6Sf m. 11. 3-90 Km. 12. 45*1584 Km.

VIIL B. Page 17.

8. 15-6289 Ha. 9. 3 sq.m. 10. 52 sq.m. 11. 4*84 Ha.
12. 471-75 sqm. 13. 368 panes. 14. 17 fields. 16. $365 859.

16. 19 m. 17. 402-875 sq.m. 18. 649 fr. 10. 140-4 fr.

3. -027 CO. m.
13-000005 cu. xok

OesOS? cu. m.

15-000101 cu. m.

Vm. C. Page 18.

6. 10-3823 cu. m.
6. $12 375.

7. 169834-5 cu. dm



ANSWERS.

VIII. D. Page 19.

4. 72-6386 HI. 5. $428 80. 6. 2.36591 203 francs.

1 I ul ^^
' , ;

^''°'"*"^-
®- 32 weeks. 0. 8927 1.lU. » ttl. 11.4 m.

25

VIII. E. Page 20.

12 «r^ 1^ to'
''^^''*"'''- ^^- ^08 kilos. 11. $48.:!.

lO. 3M2om. 17.5m. 1 8. 1379110 francs. 19. 214-5825 Km.

VIII. p. Pages 22-23.
^

2. 745-6 Kg. 3. 207-36 Kg. 4. 1675 g.
e. -6 cu. m.

; 600 I.
; 600 Kg. 7 1-28 m

O. 2,250,000 g. lO. 451269 tons.

1. 65001.

6. 45001.

8. 1-56 Kg.

1.

4.

7.

10.

13.

nl"ino .
2. 4 yds. Oft. 3-63 in. 3. 5 48 Km.

11 mi. 109 rods. 6. 3-835 Kg. 6. 127 oz (nearlv \

1111''''' V'!''-'
«'3 3q.yds.7; ft!":^!

oi ^ ^ • 8 ««• 103-76 sq. rods. 1 2. 1647 1
808-04212.5gal. 14. 8-178 cu. m.^ 15. 10 gal. 2 qta! 3 pt.

IX. Pages 24-25.

1. 90i sq. ft. 2. 1 sq. ft. 64 sq. in. 3. $3456 4 S«ft <?7l

17. 660 yd,. 1 8. 46656 c„b». ^ te. ,,\fyTs7t
a0..35o„.ft. 21.,««,Wga.. 2a.niiou.aV3 ,^",4
24. 124J cu. yds.

26. 1687ilb8.

6i^ dys.

27. 96f bus,

25. 2250 tons.

X. Pages 26-32.

5. 78 sq. ft, 6. 4". w. ,o «i. ,,,. o, 4 ac. 7. 4 ft. 2 in.

B. 6. 17-88 sq. ft.; 62-4 sq. ft.; 58^^ sq. ft. 6. 5
7. 11 yds. 8. 80

8. 840 sods,

ac. 109-8528 sq. rd«.
rods. 0. $22.50. IQ. $49.50,
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C. 6. 47124 ft,; 141 -372 yda.; 31416 rods. 7. 15 708 mi; 471 24 yds.
8. 20-849+ ft.

; 30 rods (nearly). 0. 100 yda. (nearly); 6-366
10. (a) 78-54 8q. ft (6) 314-16 sq.ft. (c) 7854 sq. ft.

+ mi.

(d) 11309-76 sq. rods. (e) 176'715 sq. ft

1 1
.
754-7694 sq. yds. 1 2. 1 ac. 94 rods. 1 3. 25 sq. ft. 31 in. (nearly),

14. lac. 16-715 sq. rods

D. 7. (o) 216cu. ft. ;

(6) 25 cu. yds.
;

( j) 1248 cu. ft.
;

id) 106 029 cu. ft. ;

8. 4084-08 sq. ft. 0. 459459

16. 40-8408 in.

216 sq. ft.

5!64 sq. yds.

844-8 sq. ft.

155-5092 sq. ft.

cu. ft.

17-6715 sq. ft. 1 1. 18400 cu. ft. 12. 375
14. 21 cu. yds. lift. 1216

10. 14-1372 sq. ft;

cu. in. 13. 37 i sq, ft.

16. 8icu. ft. 17. $113|

in. 16. 46sq. yds. 2 ft. 96 in.

1 8. 804J cu. ft.

1. 185021". 2.

6. 5' 37' 19". 6.

11. 10° 48' 6".

XL A. Paob 34.

5° 47' 16". 3. 102° 51' 25?"

15" 46' 35". 8. 25». 0. 37",

12. 105° 5' 15".

XL B. Page 35.

4. 1010° 49' 15".

10. 6° 57' 12".

8. 4° 48'. O. 1 hr. 22 min. 25 sec, 1 0. 48° 41' 65"
11.7 hrs. 9 min. 19 sec. 12. 1 hr. 18 min. 36 sec. 13. 5 hrs. 3 miu
14. 2 mm. 20 sec. ; 56 min. 51 sec. ; 3 hrs. 16 min. 4 sec.
15. 8 hrs. 57 min. 40 sec. a.m. ; 8 hrs. 3 miu. 9 sec. a.m. ; 5 hrs.

43 min. 56 sec. a.m.

16. 10 hrs. 6 min. 20 sec. a.m. ; 4 hrs. 56 min. p.m. ;

8 hrs. 53 min. 48 sec. p.m.

XIL C. Page 38.

.i i

1. 296-]. 2. 923-68. 3.

6. $2048.50. 7. $311.85. 8.
11. $20. 12. $50. 13,
16. 55gaL 17. 4 days.

20. 886-033 mi. 21. -.3538.

24. 217-875. 26. -000032. 26. 183 tons. 27. 210 marbles.
28. 131 eggs. 20. 104 soldiers. 30. 56 yards. 31. 106 boys.
32. 360rods. 33. 700 bricks. 34. 2 oranges. 36.4bus. 36. 72 lbs.

$0-696 4. $62.50.

$25. 0. $48.

$350. 14. 24 men.

18. 39 sheep. 10.
22. $64 8284. 23.

.5. $588.

10. $30.

15. 21 ac.

$.35-8234.

$1625525.



i 471 24 yds.

6-366 + mi.

ft.

in. (nearly).

372 sq. ft

;

''. 37i sq, ft.

)6in.

10° 49' 15".

' 67' 12".

18' 41' 65".

lira. 3 min.

I. ; 5 hrs.

.5. $588.

LO. $30.

.6. 21 ac.

535-82.34.

S16 -25525.

I inarlilss.

106 boys.

36. 72 lbs.

11. 1743.75.

14. $2523.17.

18. $2047.

ANSWERS.

XII. D. Page 39.

12. 45 people; 86^^ p.

c

27

15. $771.87^.

1©. £1. 28, 20

13. TheSrst by $9.

16. $70.96. 17. $4..33J.
709-5 lbs. 21. 213818 people.

1. 37i p.c.

2. 16p.c. ;

3. 8k p.c.

8. 16Sp.c.

13. 12ip.c.

18. 66gp.c.

XIII. C. Pages 41-42.

; 88« p.0. ; 14f p.c. ; 6 p.c.

5 P.c. ; 6i p.c. ; 224 P-c
4. 15p.c. 6. 6ip.c. 6. 8p.c.
0. 5p.c. 10. 4ip.c. 11. 4p.c. 12

14. 23iVp.c. 16. 663 p.c. 16. 87* p.c. 17
19. 14^p.c. 20. 12ip.c.

7.

12.
7J p.c.

10 p.c.

94 p.c.

XIV. Pages 43-44.

C fl\r,,n . V ^ ^^' ©. «330S00. 10. $155928. 88 +C. 6. 4310 people. 7. $2520. 8. 184 bus. 9. $1060. 10. $265.07

XV. B. Page 46.

«2200. 3. $3100. 4. $7000.
1. $2500. 2.

6. 6000. 7. 7000. 8. 15000.
11. 300 sheep. 12. 300 sheep.
14. 3850 persons. 16. $1.87^. 16.
18. 610 sheep. IQ. $4 851.
22. $4800 ; $5.05iiV.

5. $95.92 +
O. 2234^. 10. 1363/r.
1 3. 6100 inhabitants.

4717 persons. 17. 38i p.c.

20. $3200. 21. 160 eggs.

1

6,

O.

13.

17.

21.

$102.29.

164 P-c.

12 p.c.

18 cts.

$19.80.

$34.80.

2.

6.

10.

XVI. B-

$1787.50.

18 p.c.

$49.

$12500.

Pages 47-48.

3. $611.08^f 4. $3235.29^.
'^- ^- 8. $28.75.

11. 17p.c. 12. 10p.c.
15. $15,624.

It' ZT"' , i^-
*^^-^2*- !«• «287.50.

22 ^T^^^^r ^®- ^^*"*°'«- 20. $30. $1470.
22. $47.31. 23. 24 p.c. 24. 14 p.c. 25. $112.60.

XVII. B. Pages 60-51

1. $62.70. 2. $40.60. 3. $146.60
a. $3.50. 7. $169.96. 8. $2

4= $99.

11. $624.76. 12. $183,334. 13

6 $? Sli
376. 9. $81.70. la $93,374

15. $56.12+ 16. $18 34+ 17. $92.64 +

$216.85+ 14. $518.10 +
18. $109.25.
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1^ !i

19. $3729

;

22. ^8 -.352

25. «32.97

;

28. $3.)8.54

31. ^8.55

;

34. 82.47i.

38. 862.1.3.

42. «I7.06.

2. 3 p.c. ,

8. 7p.c.

13. 5 p.c.

18. 4J p.c.

2. 3 yrs. ;

8. 7yr8.

12. 33J yrs.

17. 4yra.

2. $450.

7. $.365.

12. $300. 1

XVII. B. Pages 60-51 {continued).

$252-329. 20. $2.75 j $277.75. 21. $20. 8.3J ; $5020.8.34.

; $2863-552. 23. $10.20 ; $860.20. 24. $1.3.40 ; $683.40.
$817.97. 26. $12..33 ; $1212..3.3. 27. $7.72 ; $362.47.

; $22.32.54. 20. $178.55 ; $1862.55. 30. $1456 ; $7956.

$1204.55. 32. $143.04 ; $461.3.04. 33. $30 ; $1280.26.

36. mi. 75. 36. $.37.02. 37. $85.28.

39. $79.75. 40. $1.38. 41. $3.45.

43. $34.75. 44. $7.45. 45. $I93.H6. 46. $88.19.

XVII. C. Page 52.

3, 3| p.c. 4. 5 p.c. 5. 3i p.c. 6. 8 p.c.

9. 20 p.c. 10. 4i p.c. 1 1. 6i p.c. 12.
14. 5 p.c. 15. 3Jp.c. 16. 1 p.c.

19. 6 p.c.

XVII. D. Page 53.

3 2Jyr8. 4. 3 yrs. >; 3 mos. 6. 8 mos.

9. lyr. 7mos. lO. 2 yrs.

13. llgyrs. 14. 2 yrs. 15. 2 yrs.

7. 8 p.0.

19| p.c.

17. 4p.o.

7. 40 yrs.

11.8 yrs.

1 6. 5 yrs.

XVII. E. Page 63.

3. $240.50. 4. $.390. 62^. 5. $500.

8. $2146. 9. $4900. 10. $240.

13. $179.24+ 14. $220. 15. $656.25.

Problems in Interest. Pages 64-55.

6. $400.

11. $500.

16. $260.

14. 168 yrs.

19. $162.08.

23. $260.

1. $176.50. 2. 228 yrs. 3. $2.16g. 4. 10 yrs. 5. $26.04J.
6. 3p.c. 7. $320. 8. $111.66^. 9. 4i yrs. 10. $20,833J.

1 1 . 6i p.c. 12. 8if p. c. 13. $446 -428 +
15. $7.96. 16. $9.17. 17. $3.36. 18. $25.65.

20. $375. 21. 4p.c. 22. May 1, 1896.

24. July 1, 1890. 25. $24000 ; $36500.

XVIII. A. Pages 57-68

1. Dec. 10 ; Dec. 22 ; Dec. 30 ; Nov. 21 j Nov. 1 ; July .3.

2. Feb. 23 ; Dec. 16 ; Sept. 21 : July 27 i June 21 j ^Sept. 4.

3. 62 days ; 63 days ; 119 days ; 85 days j 17 days.

4. Due May 14; discount $13.80; proceeds $786.90.
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; $3020. 83J.

10 ; $683.40.

2 ; $362.47.

56 ; $7956.

; $12S0.26.

. $85.28.

. $3.45.

0. $88.19.

7. 8 p.o.

19J p.c.

17. 4 p.o.

7. 40 yrs.

L 1 . 8 yra.

L 6. 5 yrs.

6. $400.

LI. $500.

L6. $250.

. $26.04^.

$20,833^.

. 168 yrs.

$162.08.

13. $260.

I.

.4.

XVIII A. Vaqeh 57-58 {continued).

6. Due Nov. 6 ; discount $2. 17 ; proceeds $573.80.
O. Due Aug. 14; discount ;^..'{4 • proceeds $715.66.
7. Due June 14; discount $15.61; proceeds 6084.39
e. Due Jan. 15; discount $7.«S ; proceeds $.182.32
©. $3.34.81. 1 O. $7820 ; $7661.89

; $861.8D.
11. $493.87; $498.28.

XVIII. 13. Pages 58-59.

ll-ut 2?*-25;.?2.974;$0.1,.-,3. 3. 12* ceuts. 4. $.304
6. $olL65. 6. $:m2.3..39i. 7. $.5606.25. 8 «483 609. $41.25. 10. §7304.22. ll.$804.11i. 12 $4

XIX. Pages 58-59.

1. $100. 2. The same. 3. $200. 4. $400; $20 6 St-lTi . ai^s
6. $1 125

;
$135. 7. $150 ; $20.50. atim'. ^s

'

O. $183.33i ; $3.66S. 1 0. $315 ; $7.35.
'
^

XX. Paue 60.

1. $82;$64.06i. 2. $30.60 ; $63.24.
4. $264.60. 6. $11.57.62i.
7. $8.29i+ ; $60.92+ 8. $7"81i

3. $45.75; $48.80.

a. $19-4052.

XXI. D. Pages 66-67.

1. 98362.

6. 92430.

8. 44414.

12. 50949.

16. 4751,3.

20. 37751.

22. 44041.

26. 40904.

29. 3594.3.

33. 40117.

37. 45072.

41. 21758.

2. 111273.

6. 88598.

O. 45515.

13. 43610.

17. 46196.

21. 44563.

23. 61897.

27. 65581.

30. 15369.

34. 35756.

38. 28103.

42. 214ia

3. 97592.

7. 8421a

10. 42713.

14. 43802.

18. 59992.

24. 49174.

28. 79761.

31. 435.35.

35. 44330.

39. 22912.

4. 82421.

11. 45787.

16. 52364.

19. 49723.

25. 81508.

32. .30647.

36. 26805.

40. 11103.
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43. 1013818.

47. 753387.

40. 255840.

63. 257089.

6 7. 190627.

61. 368230.

63. 756309.

67. 698868.

60. 290712.

73. 4:W048.

77. 5071.S7.

81. 277740.

44.
48.

665:«)4.

629461.

46. 732653. 46. 589089.

60. 300990.

64. .385005.

68. 2m«25.

62. 1.37728.

793.394.

58276.3.

70. 314616.

74. 447927.

311992.

228556.

64.
68.

78.
82.

1. S5.57i.

6. $401.17.

O. $162.09^

XXI. E.

2. $10.58^.

6. l$7.36i.

10. $.38.34^.

XXI. F.

1. 563.34868710.

2. 272597J>4324.

3. 47507529912.

4. 3.368917856.

6. 4284519792.

6. 36785628404.

7. 877319686.

8. 7705861100.

0. 4S664576.

10. 15085456.

11. 02313664.

12. 23.376929.

13. 77369616.

14. .334255384.

15. 447697126.

16. 29218112.

17. 70833.3718643.

18. 216973458729.

19. 963259373.376.

20. 33427951656.

21. 2450.305865280.

61. 4209.^5.

65. 262599.

69. 23769.3.

65. 987471.

71. 332466.

75. 30.1408.

79. 200345.

PAOE.S 68-69.

3. $21.27.

7. $20.29.

62. .368481.

66. 46981W.

60. 429068.

66. 774053.

72. 430484.

76. 31672.>.

80. 194701.

4. $l4.0.3f.

8. $39. 19^.

Paok 69.

23. 2961-494.

24. 4267762-159.

26. 680076-121.

26. 74142-696.

27. 76983-308.

28. 825.302 - .383.

29. 50083-445.

30. .'56202-42.

31. 6918-584.

32. 12508-212.

33. 6.564-2082.

34. 7817-7703.

35. 429-3380.

36. 716-2387.

37. 49983-2206.

38. 80449-576.

39. 8238-5389.

40. 222770446-187.3.

41. 10077203-28929.

42. 196924-1298115.

43. 12.345679012,345-56.

9009000009009 - 1

.

90000900009 - 1

I.
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A. 1

6

lO.

14.

». 1.

8.

14.

19.

C. 6.

lO.

14.

18.

]). 1.

4.

7.

11.

14.

K. 1.

6.

9.

13.

F. 1.

6.

9.

12

G. 1

4.

8.

12.

K. 1.

6.

11.

I. 1.

a.

Ml.SCEr,LA.VKOU.S KXAMPLKS. Pauf„, 70-78.

4i^''48I^«'\ 3- 100
J
150. 4. 18; 882. 5 4780

155708.
""'^j^''^ '"";-<! a.Hl eightynine. 9. 2.0 .lo...

'

76. 16." n
12. L-7 pages. 13.124727.

'00. i6.^^2k'Va";:r 7^, 12- i^ 13.100.

ii 2ft ««!n o^ '• ^^^niiJes. 18. 112 lbs
• 20. m 2l.„6o. 22. A«2133i.B«800.C#,066j

"06978.3. 6 '{ -T u,w

«^7900|;|. isV-n i«T' 13. 00003027.

If. ~nu. :^°. •'''•f>l. 16. $340.40. 17 63ft
'

f>- -98.0. 19. ,.,2023.4.3;^ 20. 132127 +

102^7' 15 ^.„- / 2. 502 (lays. 13. 60 times.
7. 16. 3 minute, past 5 p.,„. IQ. 6 mu.. 36 . «c

30 ll"''" «^- '""^'^"y'- 3- ^<>0 times. 4 219 day,'

>»!-«...in. i4.;r7«.. Is:^',"^
'''•*"-^»-

1.^7 08 8.1. ft. 10 870fi-is
""• 8. 8025 miles.

•Tbe oiJe by 38-47 ;ir^";3:"...,3oVs;;yr"^

105 Kg.
9. 224 lot. 10.2 781 II 1828.2""'

«44.90. 13.S..3.12. 14.aV975Hl.
'*""'

75p.c. 2. $414. 3. 12-2 + n . 4 11.7 _^

$75,032. 2. $16.11. n ^^„ >. „
.^i-rP-c.

years,3A years. 7. $500. 8. $32^
11. $67.18£

14. $6.40; $393.60

12. $6.04; $693.96.

S. $16. 10. $380.19.

15. $10.3.61.

13. $4.78 ; $495.22.

la. $8.
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XXIII. Test Papers, Paoes 86-92.

A. 1. 50706. 2. $6.79i. 3. 12320 sleepers. 4. $44.37i.

B. 1.
3. 720 lbs. 4. ,Jj.

4. -OSSS.

I.

5. 6 days. 6. 69984 bricks,

llf miles. 2. 2450 sq. rods.

5. if. 6. 80p.c. ; 25 p. c.

C. 1. 97i miles. 2. $25. 37^. 3. UU.
6. »48.30. 6. 2og sq. ft.

P 1 «QoJ o ^- 6*°"«12cwt. 18/Wbs. 6. 48 lbs. 4i oz.

K t.
^- 1*730 persons. 3. $98.75. 4. $17.75.

O- l^A'sV. 6. 634 yds.

F. 1.
31J.

2. Scents 3. 1440 pieces. 4. $25
O. -003125. 6. 9 inches square.

G. 1. $15.76J. 2. $116. 3. 20p.c 4. 972 lb«.
O. I21isq. in. ^6. $2000.

H. 1. $34.57. 2. $2.55. 3. $90. 4. $260.71.

•0322465.

3. £106jV. 4. $221.91.
6. 10? p.c.

J. 1. 1-8. 2. /^. 3. $45.06. 4. $52.80. 5.
K. 1. O^oads. 2. $18000. 3. $14.95.

6. 61i cents. 6. 57| yards.

I* 1. 200. 2. 9M lbs. 3. 1699 yds. 1 ft. 6 in.

300 lbs.
; 200 lbs. 6. $3000. 6. $105.60.

M. 1. $722.72. 2. 2rV^ yrs. 3. $60000.
6. $10.87i. 6. 405 cu. ft.

N. 1. $6.61f 2. 7 p.c. 3. $1.76/^.
6. 210g mi. 6. $9.33i.

O. 1.441 p.c. 2. 12. 3. $297.83.
6. $6. 6. 30 7125 acres.

P. 1. Too large by f^. 2. $183.90.
6. 7years. 6. 16*7552 cu. ft.

^' ^*
's «,«7

^^*21 -62 minutes. 3. 6^^ sec. 4. $52.77i.6. $367.20. 6. I4-6608ft. ; 171042sq. ft.

R. 1. 84 gal. 2. $8J. 3. 864 bricks. 4. $800
6. 139- 10285. 6. 55 p,c.

*

6. 469; 1407. 6.

1. 2«%. 2. 3-0875.

6. $942.50.

1. 1-8. 2. // 6. $0-504.

4. m.

4. 1500 lbs. ;

4. 35802.

4.

4. 22mia. 40 sec.

3. $1200. 4. $210.



f44.37J.

3. $5.95.

lbs. 4| oz.

§17.75.

$0-504.

iOO lbs. ;

2.

sec.

t. $210.

.77i.






